
THE VERY REAL WAR ON FOOD  
You couldn’t possibly make this stuff up.  Hundreds of fires at food plants.  Crops being plowed under.  

Cattle dropping dead, or being culled.  Chicken flocks decimated.  And then this.  Here’s the headline from 

Steve Quayle Alerts.  “60 to 70 TONS OF FROZEN FOOD DESTROYED DUE TO SUSPICIOUS 

MULTIPLE FREEZER FAILURES IN BILLINGS AND LAUREL MONTANA ,SAMS 

CLUB/COSTCO/WALMART”  The main freezer sprung a freon leak at a Sam’s Club in Billings.  In 

addition, the exhaust vent was pumping hot air into the freezer compartment.  The result: 40 to 50 tons of 

frozen food was loaded on to trucks and dumped at a landfill.  “This was all being monitored for full 

destruction at the landfill.”  That same night, the Costco in Billings suffered freezer failure.  “They were also 

loading up product to dispose of.”  Just a little later, a Walmart about 12 minutes outside of Billings, in the 

town of Laurel reported a freezer failure and were “loading up 20k+ tons of ‘spoiled food’ into roll off trucks 

to destroy.”  Just a little after that, the trash pile the food was sent to started on fire and burned for hours.1    

 

The same thing went on in South Dakota.  This happened on Sunday, July 17, 2022.  Another story from SQ 

ALERTS.  “In Sioux falls south Dakota, on Sunday 7/17/22 at around 10am, the power went out at Walmart 

for 10 seconds. The freezer lights went out. The Walmart manager said this happened the Sunday before as 

well and took power out to target and Walgreens at the same time. We then went to Sam's club and found the 

entire refrigerated meat and seafood section was completely cleared out and ALL refrigerators and freezers 

were offline and the freezers were cordoned off with saran wrap and employees standing guard to keep 

customers away from the frozen food.”2 

A third story carried the opinion of a long-time refrigerator 

technician.  Here are some of his comments.  “ALL freezers have 

high temp alarm systems, connected to alarm companies.  I've 

NEVER been in a large commercial freezer that had a forced vent 

system to outside air…. Also, larger systems are required to have 

refrigerant leak alarms.  Multiple freezer failures, almost 

simultaneously.... highly improbable... and mostly impossible!  

MANY safety protocols would need to be breached.  THIS WAS A 

DIRECT ATTACK!!!!.... box stores and large grocery chains 

usually have service contracts with national affiliated contractors.  Service response is generally required 

within 3 hrs or less.  In the event of unrepairable systems, refrigerated semi trailers are brought in and the 

product moved.  Also... commercial freezers run at 20+ below zero to minimize frosting... Think about how 

many hours would be required to defrost that much product, to where refreezing is not allowed.”  This 

protocol was confirmed by one of my own sources. 

 

He finished off with this note to Steve Quayle.  “Our Walmart in Manchester Iowa lost their refrigeration 

late last night. I stopped by to get something about 1900 our time, and most of the coolers and shelves were 

cleared of everything. I didn't think much of it until my wife looked at your website and saw the story you 

posted about the cooler situations in Montana.”3 

 

And then there’s this headline from Zero Hedge.  “Satellite Imagery Shows Global Crop Declines – Except 

For Russia And China”  “Infrared satellite imagery designed to measure moisture levels and the health of 

farmlands suggests that staple crops such as wheat are in poor condition and in sharp decline among major 

exporters including the Ukraine, the US and India.  Two countries do have bumper crops so far though; 

namely Russia and China…. Today, Russia is selling more oil and exporting more commodities than ever 

before, and both Russia and China now have the most healthy staple crops in the world.”4   

 

Finally, Steve Quayle’s page linked to the ZEE MAPS page detailing the deliberate destructive events 

affecting our food supply.  These included fires, explosions and other attacks against food processing plants, 



warehouses, farms, supermarkets etc.  There were 610 of these events since 2021 when I visited the site.   

Here is part of what Steve Quayle had to say when introducing the story.  “MAP OF ALL-THE 

INTENTIONAL DESTRUCTION OF AMERICAS FOOD INDUSTRY TO FORCE COMPLIANCE 

TO WEF'S HORROR MENU OF GENETIC GOO KNOWN AS 'SYNTHMEAT'!” 
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